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The CCPPD office will be closed 
Friday, Dec 24th & Friday, Dec 31st

Happy New YearMerry Christmas &

	 In	his	final	letter	to	
their	shareholders,	former	
Amazon	CEO,	Jeff	Bezos	
wrote	“If	you	want	to	be	
successful	in	business	(in	life,	
actually),	you	have	to	create	
more	than	you	consume.	Your	
goal	should	be	to	create	value	

for	everyone	you	interact	with.	Any	business	that	
doesn’t	create	value	for	those	it	touches,	even	if	it	
appears	successful	on	the	surface,	isn’t	long	for	this	
world.	It’s	on	the	way	out.”	This	quote	has	
resonated	in	my	mind	for	quite	a	while.	One	of	the	
concepts	that	we	are	continually	considering	at	
CCPPD	is	how	to	be	a	value	for	our	customers.	
	 Cost	is	one	component	of	value.	Cost	
containment	is	a	constant	in	our	business	but	no	
matter	how	inexpensive	a	good	or	service	might	be,	
it	is	possible	that	cost	alone	will	not	equal	value.	
Great	service	is	a	piece	of	the	total	value	equation.	
At	CCPPD	we	aim	to	provide	excellent	service.	We	
take	outage	calls	24/7/365.	We	respond	as	quickly	
as	possible	to	all	these	calls,	day,	or	night.	Further,	
we	take	any	opportunity	that	we	can	to	communi-
cate	with	our	customers	and	to	provide	satisfactory	
answers	to	any	questions	and	to	reasonably	resolve	
any	issues.	With	all	of	that,	our	service	might	not	
be	adequate	for	every	customer	to	find	value	in	our	
offerings.	Another	portion	of	the	value	equation	is	
the	aspect	of	how	important	a	good	or	service	is	to	a	

person’s	daily	life.	Electricity	has	become	awfully	im-
portant	for	all	of	us.	With	that,	reliable	and	consistent	
electrical	service	ought	to	be	considered	valuable.
	 So,	what	all	goes	into	value?	That	is	the	$100	
question.	I	feel	that	value	is	tangible	if	not	
particularly	measurable.	I	further	believe	that	most	
folks	know	value	when	they	see	it.	We	might	not	all	
agree	on	what	is	valuable.	One	person	might	find	val-
ue	in	a	hamburger	when	they	are	hungry	or	in	a	bottle	
of	water	when	they	a	thirsty,	but	another	might	feel	
that	the	hamburger	was	too	expensive	to	be	a	value	
and	that	buying	water	is	a	waste	of	money	no	matter	
how	thirsty	they	may	be.	In	my	mind	it	goes	back	to	
what	Margaret	Mead	said,	“Always	remember	that	
you	are	absolutely	unique.	Just	like	everyone	else.”
	 At	the	end	of	the	day,	we	might	not	agree	on	
what	is	or	isn’t	valuable.	What	I	know	for	sure	is	that	
we	are	putting	in	the	work	to	provide	value	to	you	all	
and	that	we	take	this	part	of	our	job	very	seriously.	
And	we	value	each	of	our	customers	because	they	are	
the	reason	that	CCPPD	exists	and	that	each	employee	
has	gainful	employment.	Also,	I	know	that	as	
Christmas	and	the	new	year	are	upon	us,	we	at	CCPPD	
want	you	to	enjoy	your	holidays.	I’ll	leave	you	with	
one	more	thought	that	sings	to	my	soul:	“Gratitude	
turns	what	we	have	into	enough.”	We	wish	you	a	very	
Merry	Christmas	and	a	prosperous	and	joyous	New	
Year!

from all of us at CCPPD
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All in a Day’s Work...
Beemer Bridge Work 

Staking a New Line

Use	of	the	GPS	map	
on	the	iPad	helps	
to	locate	distance	
between	poles	and	
can	be	used	to	stake	
directly	to	the	map.	

This	range	finding	tool	gives	
the	distance	from	post	to	post.	

Using	the	measuring	
wheel	gives	one	more	
verification	of	how	
far	apart	the	poles	

will	be.

The	linemen	will	
place	the	power	

pole	near	the	posts	
that	are	placed.
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 Not	all	clothes	washers	are	
created	alike.	However,	all	will	
eventually	face	a	catastrophic	failure	
when	used	on	a	regular	basis.	If	the	
warranty	has	long	expired	or	the	
frequency	of	repairs	is	increasing,	it	
may	be	time	to	go	appliance	
shopping.	
	 Statistics	show	the	average	
American	family	washes	about	300	
loads	of	laundry	each	year,	and	
though	Consumer	Reports®	notes	10	
years	as	being	the	average	length	of	
life,	clothes	washers	should	last	
anywhere	from	nine	to	14	years.	
When	replacement	time	comes,	
many	shoppers	start	by	focusing	on	
purchase	price.	This	causes	some	
to	shy	away	from	high-efficiency	
machines	in	favor	of	conventional	
models.	In	doing	so,	they	fail	to	
recognize	the	savings	a	high-
efficiency	washer	can	bring	after	the	
initial	investment.
	 First,	these	washers	reduce	
utility	costs	through	energy	and	
water	savings.	When	shopping,	they	
are	easily	identified	by	looking	for	
the	ENERGY	STAR®	logo.	To	learn	
the	ENERGY	STAR®	rating,	
products	must	meet	strict	energy	
efficiency	criteria	set	by	the	U.S.	
Environmental	Protection	Agency	
or	the	U.S.	Department	of	Energy.	
Available	in	either	front-load	or	
redesigned	top-load	styles,	
ENERGY	STAR®	clothes	washers	
use	improved	technology	to	cut	
energy	consumption	by	25%	and	
water	consumption	by	33%	
compared	to	conventional	washers.	
	 These	savings	are	achieved	
through	use	of	sensors	that	reduce	
the	amount	of	water	used	to	only	
the	amount	needed.	During	the	rinse	
cycle,	clothes	are	repeatedly	sprayed	
instead	of	soaked	in	a	full	tub	of	
water.	In	the	final	spin	cycle,	high-
efficiency	washers	spin	clothes	two	
to	three	times	faster	to	extract	more	

water.	Less	moisture	in	the	clothes	
means	less	energy	used	by	the	dryer.	
	 Then	consider	wardrobe	
savings	by	extending	clothing	life.	
Instead	of	twisting	and	pulling	
clothes	around	a	turning	agitator,	
high-efficiency	washers	use	
sophisticated	wash	systems	to	gently	
flip	and	spin	clothes.	This	
lengthens	the	life	of	often-washed	
items.	Because	they	are	so	gentle,	
many	models	can	safely	clean	silk,	
wool	and	other	hand-washables.
	 Next	consider	detergent	
costs.	While	a	container	of	high-
efficiency	detergent	will	often	cost	
more	than	standard	detergent,	less	
is	needed	per	load	and	re-washing	
clothes	is	often	avoided.	Note	that	
regular	detergents	should	not	be	used	
in	a	high-efficiency	washer	as	they	
produce	too	many	suds	in	lower	
water	levels.	High-efficiency	
detergents	are	easily	identified	by	a	
small	“HE”	sticker	on	the	product’s	
label.
	 Then	there	are	time	savings.	
Load	capacities	of	high-efficiency	
washers	are	generally	larger	than	

EnergyWiseSM	Tip:	Clothes	Washers
By: NPPD Energy Efficiency Program Manger Cory Fuehrer

with	a	traditional	washer,	
partially	because	they	do	not	
contain	an	agitator	that	takes	up	
space.	This	translates	to	fewer	loads.		
And,	remember	–	although	a	high-
efficiency	washer	takes	slightly	
longer	to	complete	a	load,	the	
high-speed	spin	cycles	remove	more	
water,	resulting	in	significantly	
shorter	drying	times	–	which,	again,	
extend	clothing	life.
	 Finally,	it	is	important	to	
realize	the	useful	life	of	a	high-
efficiency	washer	can	be	extended	if	
installed	on	a	flat	surface,	not	
overloaded,	and	when	always	using	
the	correct	detergent.	
	 CCPPD	in	partnership	with	
Nebraska	Public	Power	District,	
want	to	help	you	make	the	most	of	
the	energy	and	cost	of	keeping	your	
clothes	looking	great!
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CCPPD Board of Directors
Regular meetings of the CCPPD Board of Directors are 

normally held on the second Wednesday of each month at 
the CCPPD office.

Greg Strehle
President
402-380-3659

Leroy Mostek
Vice President

402-380-8803

Brad Petersen
Secretary
402-404-0588

Ed Kaup
Treasurer

402-372-2966

Danny Kluthe
402-693-2833

Dennis Weiler
402-372-2713

Get Your Rebates In for 2021 

High Efficiency Heat Pump 
Heat Pump Water Heater
Cooling System Tune-Up

Attic Insulation
Lighting

Smart Thermostat
Electric Vehicle Charging Station

VFD’s
Hog Heat Mat

Find more information at: 
ccppd.energywisenebraska.com

Deadline is December 23rd for all 2021 rebates!

Wi n dy  N eb r a s k a  We a t h e r

Thanks	to	Tristan	for	
capturing	this	picture.	
We	had	fierce	winds	in	
early	November	that	
took	this	trampoline	
and	carried	it	into	a	

power	pole.	

1. Keep decorations at least 3 feet away from heat sources - esp. 
fireplaces and candles.
2. The best decorations are safe decorations, so when you’re 
decorating, make sure not to run cords under rugs or furniture. 
3. If  you have a natural Christmas tree water it to keep it fresh 
and safe. 
4. Always turn off  your decorations when you leave your home 
and when you’re sleeping. 
5. If  you’re using extension cords or adapters that add receptacles, 
consider having a qualified electrician add more outlets to your 
home. 
6. Only use electronics in dry areas. 
7. Remember that phones and tablets should stay on your night 
stand. 
8. Every home needs a working smoke alarm in each bedroom, 
outside sleeping areas and on every level, including the basement. 
9. If  you’re using a space heater, switch it off  before leaving the 
room.
10. Inspect your decorations and discard any that are damaged or 
worn out. 
11. Keep batteries stored safely in their packaging and out of  
reach from small children and pets.
12. The best gift for your family is  
Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupter breakers & 
outlets. Many electrical fires that occur 
every year could be prevented by AFCIs. 

Twelve Holiday Safety Tips


